Roller
Shutters

Take This Brochure to the Special Orders Desk to place an order

Why buy a roller shutter?
Privacy

Light control

Complete window block out
keeps out prying eyes and excess
noise whilst deterring vandals
and thieves.

Put a dimmer on the sun.
From full natural light to
complete darkness, you are
in control.

Climate control
Stops the sun from heating up
your home in summer and keeps
heat from escaping in winter.

Energy Savings
Better control over your homes
climate means you need less
energy to keep it comfortable,
providing up to 40% energy
savings.

Fire Protection
Our fire rated system helps
protect your home against
ember attack and radiant
heat in the event of a fire.

Cyclone Protection
Our Cyclone rated system
helps protect your windows
and doors from debris
and the extreme pressure
changes of a storm.
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Shutter systems
explained

Our standard range is hand picked
to include our most popular options
and sizes, taking the guesswork out
of your roller shutter selection

Sizes up to 7m2
• Max width 3m

Foam Filled Aluminium Blades
• Powder coated for durability

3 Control System Options
All remote control operated:

1. Battery
• DIY install
* No electrician required
• Works during blackout

2. Solar
• Easiest DIY install
• No electrician required
• Works during blackout
• 1 hour of direct sunlight equals 1
week of normal operation

3. Hardwired
• Electrician required
•F
 ully integrates into house circuitry
for premium finish
• Smart home compatible

ALL SYSTEMS ARE
REMOTE CONTROLLED
Multi-channel remotes allow
for easy grouping of shutters
One touch programming
Group shutters on channels
Example:
Channel 1 – all shutters
Channel 2 – front of house
Channel 3 – master bedroom

Notes on installation
Roller Shutters have a medium to high level of difficulty to install and are recommend for tradespeople
and experienced DIY enthusiasts only. If you are in doubt, contact us about the installation process.
Hardwired systems cannot be installed by a DIY person. You will need to engage a qualified electrician or
roller shutter installer in your area.
For full installation instructions see “Roller Shutter Install Guide” downloadable on our website

Completing the order form
1. Room Location
Choose a name or description for each roller
shutter to plan your order. This description
will appear as a sticker on the wrapping of
your roller shutter when it arrives to help
identify where it will be installed eg. master
bedroom, kitchen, bedroom 1, bedroom 2.

You will only need to use in-reveal fitting if
any of the following apply:
There is less than 300mm of clear space above
the window to allow space for headbox.
There is less than 150mm of clear space on
either side of the window to allow space for
shutter guides.

2. Install Type
There are 2 methods of installation:
On-Wall or In-reveal.

3. Packing extrusion or bottom guides required?
Packing extrusion is used when there is
something blocking the path of the shutter, for
example a door handle. The profile ‘packs’ the
shutter out from the wall to avoid any obstacles.

We recommend On-wall – it’s easier to
fit for DIY and you don’t lose any viewing
area through the window.

In-reveal side view with sill

Bottom guides may be required if the opening
has no sill. If either of these are required, simply
write packing req or bottom guide req in the
notes column.

On-wall side view with sill

On-wall side view with no sill
Shutter guide

Wall
Head box
Head box

Shutter

Minimum
recess of
30mm
required

Shutter

Shutter stop included

Sill

Bottom channel optional

4. Height and Width
Measure each side and the middle of the
window opening to the outside of the frame.
Include architrave for on-wall installation.

7. Colour
Select the colour for your roller shutter

White

Cream

Monument

Black

W1

Woodland
Grey

W2
H2

H1

H3
W3

Window with architrave

Window with sill

Colours shown here have been reproduced to represent
actual product colours as accurately as possible. If
unsure, we recommend checking your chosen colour
against an actual sample of the product before
purchasing as varying light conditions and limitations of
the printing process may affect colour tones.

8. Control System Remote Controllers
Indicate the number of remotes required for
the different control systems.

Measure

Measure

If you are ordering a battery system, indicate
the number of wall chargers you would like.
At least one will be required to charge your
battery system.
9. Assess your job
Will you require specialised shutters
ie. fire or cyclone rated?
Check with your local council about
requirements in your area.
If required write it in the notes column fire
rated or cyclone rated followed by the rating
required eg. fire rated BAL 40 or Cyclone
rated C3.

5. Control System
Select either a battery, solar or hardwired
control system for this shutter. You only need
one remote or you can have one for each room.
Manual control can also be selected by leaving
this section blank and writing manual in the
notes section.
6. Control Side
Select if the control will appear on the left or
right of the window when viewed from the inside.

10. Extras
Include any additional explanatory notes or
special requirements eg.
• Fire or cyclone rating
• Packing extrusion
• Bottom guides
• Matching headbox sizes
Once you’ve filled out the form, return it to
your local Bunning special orders desk.

Fineline

Example

Measure opening
size to edge
of frame

H1

Room Location

Provide
measurements
from outside of
property as shown
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Order

¹ Indicate if any of the following are required:
Fire or Cyclone rating, Bottom Channel, Packing
extrusion or Matching headbox sizes.

Note: 1 remote can operate up to 20 shutters per system.

Battery System requires an AC charger.

Hardwired Requires remote

Battery or Solar Requires remote

Control System Remote Controllers

R See note 1 below

Extras¹

Quote

Submit by email to trade@protectoraluminium.com.au
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6/10 Lakewood Blvd, Carrum Downs VIC, 3201 (03) 8595 3717
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In Reveal

Height (mm)

Cream

Install
Type
Woodland Grey

Control System

Customer Sign-Off:

Bunnings COS Number:

Bunnings PO Number:

Date:

Battery

For more information on any of these options, ask a Bunnings Team member for a brochure or download one from our website.

Store Tel:

Store Contact:

Store Number:

Store Name:

Solar

Roller Shutters
Order Form

Hardwired
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Control Side

How It works
It’s as simple as 1,2,3! Follow the steps shown to purchase
or order your product. If you need further advice, speak to a
Team member at the Special Orders Desk in-store.
1. Select The Product You Want
View the extensive range available in this brochure or online
to select the item that best suits your needs.
2. Order At The Special Orders Desk
After you have selected the product you want, take this
brochure to the Special Orders Desk.
3. Get It Home
We Will Deliver
Delivery to your home or site can be arrange in-store when
purchasing your products.
Pick-Up In-Store
If you decide to pick-up in-store and need help to get it
home, you can:
- borrow a courtesy trailer
- hire a vehicle
Check with your local Bunnings store for availability.

